
To approve loans, we must fax, 
e-mail, and archive applications 
to the loan department, head loan 
officer, and underwriters. Can we 
expedite this process?

We send and receive thousands of 
applications, new account requests, 
and other financial documents each 
day. To misplace or lose one document 
would be a critical error for us.

When incomplete applications are 
submitted, they can be kicked back 

and we have to begin the process all 
over. How can we ensure our forms are 

accurately and completely filled out?

We spend too much time manually 
collating hard-copy credit reports, 

bank statements, and more during the 
application process. Is there a way to 
streamline this to be more efficient?

ADVANCED SOLUTIONS FOR FINANCE

 Process Financial Documents Faster

GET ADVANCED
Canon and its partners offer hardware and software solutions  
to help streamline workflows for financial institutions. These  
can help your staff eliminate repetitive and labor-intensive tasks 
while making your office work more efficiently.

With Canon Workflow Composer and eCopy, you can transform 
labor-intensive manual tasks into custom, one-touch buttons.  
The solutions also make it easy to add critical index information  
to processed documents so that they integrate seamlessly into  
back office systems.
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Assemble Loan Applications Quickly

Fast-Track Loan Application Approval Processes

Streamline New Account Workflows

Canon solutions such as eCopy 
can help financial institutions 

assemble loan applications more 
quickly and easily. For example, 

bank personnel can scan 
multiple forms and combine 

them with other electronic 
documents to create a single, 

cohesive loan application ready 
for processing. 

With customized one-
touch buttons in place, loan 

applications can be scanned, 
then routed to specific, 

authorized personnel such as 
a loan officer or underwriter 

and then saved to a designated 
network folder — all in one 

automatic, error-free process 
where documents don’t get lost. 

With Canon and eCopy solutions, 
you can combine repetitive 
manual tasks into easy-to-
use one-touch buttons. As 

an example, for new account 
workflows, bank personnel can 
now print, scan, ensure all data 

fields are complete, then send 
applications to multiple e-mail 

addresses and fax destinations, 
including their own PCs. 

For more on financial application processing, visit www.usa.canon.com/advancedsolutionsforfinancialservices.
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Sent to  
underwriter.

Complete, cohesive loan 
application is faxed.

Head loan officer  
gets a copy.

Loan application  
is e-mailed.

Relevant index information can be automatically captured and 
integrated into your back-end system with each application.

Combine files with imageRUNNER ADVANCE Desktop or eCopy PDF Pro  
and save them to PDF or PDF/A format.

The solution can be set to automatically recognize forms, process relevant data, 
and validate that critical fields are completed before submission.
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Completed  
application is faxed.

Completed application 
is e-mailed.

Digital copy is  
sent back to PC.

Digital copy is  
saved in DMR.

Hard copy  
is printed.
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DRIVER LICENSE
ID: 685 325 254
NAME, LAST
123 ADAMS STREET
SPRINGFIELD, NY 10570

DOB: 10.15.1947
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